RAF Bombers Blast Nazi Industrial Cities

East Lansing Senior Named To Take Leading Role in Fall Term Play

The Michigan State News is the official student newspaper of Michigan State University, published weekly during the academic year. The newspaper covers campus news, events, and happenings, as well as broader news and information related to the university and its students. The current issue features a variety of articles, including news about an event at the Central Michigan University, a story on the new head of the New York City Public Library, and an announcement about the opening of a new restaurant in Detroit. The newspaper also includes advertising for local businesses and organizations, such as the State Farm Insurance and the Michigan State University Alumni Association. Overall, the Michigan State News is a valuable resource for students, faculty, and alumni to stay informed about what is happening on campus and in the local community.
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 edge of Business
The Long Distance operator may say to you:

"PLEASE LIMIT YOUR CALL TO 5 MINUTES; OTHERS ARE WAITING"

If she should say that when you make a long distance call, it will be because the lines are extra crowded at that time.

Your cooperation in making only the most necessary calls to war-busy centers, and in keeping those calls brief, will help clear the lines for important war calls that must go through promptly.

MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
AST Reserves Form Youngest
Campus Military Group

The Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) at Michigan State College (MSC) has announced the formation of a new unit, the Michigan State College Reserves, which will be the youngest military group in the history of the MSC. The group was formed to provide an opportunity for students to gain valuable leadership experience and to contribute to the defense of the United States.

Aussies Attempt to Move Forcibly Against Modern

AL-HUD, W.D.Q., SOUTHWEST PACIFIC, Wed.

Aussie troops were involved in a fierce battle against Japanese troops in the southwest Pacific region, which led to the forced movement of the Allied forces. The battle was a critical moment in the campaign against the Japanese forces in the region, and it highlighted the importance of maintaining strong military forces to defend against external threats.

German's Make 'Mass Arrests' of Vichy Administrators

STUTTGART, GERMANY, Oct. 9. - The Germans are making 'mass arrests' in the Vichy government in order to take over the administration of the region. The arrests are being made in the Vichy ministries of defense, foreign affairs, and interior and include the ministers, cabinet members, and other officials who have previously served with Vichy.
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Chatter Notes for Coeds
Chatter Notes for Cupid notes
Chatter Notes for Thank You
Chatter Notes for Every Day
Chatter Notes of Pen Scribblers

SOMETHING TO WRITE ABOUT

We are a department of Michigan State College operated for your convenience.
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SMALL'S
211 South Washington Ave.